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Introduction 

• With the advent of the COVID-19 vaccines
– economic recovery entails huge public spending

• Rising public debt require more public borrowing, which is 
complemented by surge in private financial surpluses

• Debt sustainability 
– requires sustainable investing of public borrowing in public 

assets 
– entails private investment in more productive assets to cover 

the interest payments and pay down debt
• Need to tap novel financing instruments to invest in economic 

recovery through climate-compatible green projects for meeting 
the SDGs and ensure debt sustainability in South Asian economies



Introduction

• Venture capital, banks and other financial institutions can finance the 
climate-compatible green projects

• However unable to do so due to 
– limited penetration in Asia (Venture capital)
– dicey due to longer maturity (Banks)
– hesitate to fund these projects controlled by public sector (Other 

financial institutions)
• Green finance can tap private capital to mitigate climate crisis

– refers to futuristic financing for green projects linked to meet the SDGs 
• 2015 Paris Agreement acknowledged 

– contribution of private capital in transition towards sustainability 
– support to development of green bond markets 



Introduction

• Green bonds refers to debt securities directed towards climate compatible 
green projects and regulated by the Green Bond Principles (GBP) 
instituted in 2014 under the guidance of the International Capital Market 
Association (ICMA) and use of proceeds criterion

• Green bonds center on environmentally friendly projects with low-carbon 
emissions and aligned to the SDGs 

• Issue of the first green bonds
– European Investment Bank (EIB) in 2007 
– World Bank in 2008

• IFC issued first billion dollar of green bonds in 2013
• EIB issued green bonds in 2014 (increased from $3.1 billion to $36.6 billion 

within two years)
• World Bank  issued more than $16 billion of green bonds since 2008
• Asia and the Pacific region issued green bonds of $754 billion from 2016 to 

2019



Introduction

• Substantial green finance gaps of $3.95 trillion annually up to 2050 
– unlikely to be met from public finance 
– required substantial private capital 

• Rapid surge in green bonds market in recent years 
– high demand, over-subscriptions, lower capital costs, and substantial 

capital 
– benefiting firms, investors, and environment 
– better financial and environmental outcomes 
– support sustainable and inclusive recovery 

• Against above backdrop, the paper intends to analyze 
– how the green bond markets can address debt sustainability and post-

COVID-19 economic recovery in South Asia 
– draws lessons from European Union (EU) and the Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries using desk approach and 
survey of grey literature



Review of Literature

Author(s) Studies on debt sustainability 

Afonso and Jalles, 2015; Fincke and 
Greiner, 2011; Mercan, 2014; Miyazaki, 
2014; Neaime, 2015

Developed countries

Mercan, 2014; Afonso and Jalles, 2015; 
Brady and Magazzino, 2019

EU countries

Ferrarini and Ramayandi, 2016 Public debt in Asia

Chudik et al., 2017 Surge in public debt and future debt 
crises

Guleryuz, 2017 Adverse effects of crises on debt 
sustainability



Review of Literature

Author(s) Studies on COVID-19 and public debt

IMF, 2020c COVID-19 pandemic aggravates public 
debt in countries already suffering from 
debt distress

UNDESA, 2020 High debt servicing costs

UNDESA, 2020 Debt Service Suspension Initiative may 
not be enough to shun debt evasion

Djankov and Panizza, 2020 Fiscal support to offset serious recession 
remained inadequate due to squeezed 
fiscal space, negatively impacted debt 
sustainability



Review of Literature

Author(s) Studies on shocks & stock returns

Baker et al., 2020 Pandemic shocks & volatility in stock returns

Kizys et al., 2021 Restrictions negatively impacted stock 
markets

Baker et al., 2020 Huge transaction of dicey assets

Kizys et al., 2021 Strong government responses may remove 
investors’ uncertainties and return their 
confidence and alleviate herd behavior

Wu, 2020 COVID-19 crisis negatively impacted 
performance of sovereign bonds yields & 
reduced stock markets connectivity



Review of Literature

Author(s) Studies on significance of green bonds

Asseline and Hiller, 
2021

Types of green bonds

Flammer, 2021; 
Tang and Zhang, 
2020

Improves financial outcomes, environmental 
indicators, green credentials, stock liquidity, and 
sustainable business practices 

Zerbib, 2019 Brings high returns compared to conventional 
bonds

Flammer (2021) No premium on green bonds



Review of Literature

Author(s) Studies on role of green bonds

Tang and Zhang, 
2020

Facilitate sovereign and corporate borrowers & 
magnetize new investors in long-term projects 
with greater local rights

Zerbib, 2019 Lower cost of capital influences sustainability 
outcomes of green bond, better environment 
pledge

CBI, 2019b Demand exceeds supply, influence their return

Alonso-Conde and 
Rojo-Suárez, 2020

Generate greater yields to shareholders, lower 
financing costs and stronger linkage to the 
SDGs

Lee et al., 2021 Encourage greater innovation in green 
technology

Zhou and Cui, 2019 Firm’s research and development capacity



Review of Literature

Author(s) Studies on Green bonds premium 
and bond rating

Beirne et al., 2020 ESG concerns increase stocks of 
green investors

Alonso-Conde and 
Rojo-Suarez, 2020

Benefits both issuers and investors, 
permits investors to diversify their 
investments to green projects 

Gilchrist et al., 2021 Drivers of green bond market 
growth 

Hachenberg and 
Schiereck, 2018

Green bonds premium and bond 
rating

Liaw, 2020 Green bond pricing and green bond 
premiums

Bachelet et al., 2019 Greenwashing

Ehlers et al., 2020 Generate uncertainty regarding 
reliability of green bonds



Review of Literature

Author(s) Studies on green bond market and 
COVID-19

Liaw, 2020 Green bond market remained small

Anh Tu et al., 2020 COVID-19 crisis adversely affected green 
bond market development 

Park et al., 2020 Substantial distress, lower return, and 
irregular instability and spillover effects

•However, scant literature on impact of COVID-19 crisis on green 
bond market and its role in post-COVID-19 debt sustainability and 
inclusive and sustainable recovery 
•Therefore, present study is an attempt to analyze role of green 
bonds in addressing debt sustainability and future recovery



Recent Development in Green Bonds Markets 

• Two types of climate-related risks
– physical risks - severe risk from climate vulnerability and persistent risk 

from climate-variability, which influence asset price stability and 
rewards linked to risks

– transition risks - regulatory and permissible risks associated to 
innovative annihilation in green knowledge, market risk, and 
reputational risk

• Climate-linked risk 
– alleviated and protected by green investments using green finance

• Green bonds in Islamic finance (Stoian and Iorgulescu, 2019)
• Despite falling debt markets in 2018 (Robins, 2019)

– green bonds displayed significant resilience 
• launch of biggest green bond fund in emerging economies 



Recent Development in Green Bonds Markets 

• First issuance of green bonds in 2007
– surged from $4.8 billion in 2013 to $142 billion in 2017 (CBI, 2018)

• ESG investments in the US surged by 38% in 2018 from 2016
– 26% of total specialist managed assets

• Globally, sustainably managed  assets: $31 trillion in 2018
– up by more than one-third from 2016 (Landberg et al., 2019)

• Social responsibility investments to reach $68 trillion in next decade  
(Briere and Ramelli, 2020)

• Long-term investors and institutional investors 
– more attracted to green bonds 

• higher environment and social (E&S) outcomes (Flammer, 2021)



Recent Development in Green Bonds Markets 

• Development of Asian green bond markets
– first Malaysian green sukuks (Islamic bonds) in 2017

• surged five-times to achieve $4 billion in 2019 
– tax benefits and subsidies (Azhgaliyeva, 2021)

• Asia pioneered in green finance regulations and policy support (Volz, 
2018)

• Development of green bond market in ASEAN region 
– regulated by Roadmap for ASEAN Capital Markets Forum

• to achieve green and inclusive recovery
• Issuance of green bonds reached $280 billion in 2020

– cumulative issuance of $1 trillion since 2007 
• annual addition of $350 billion in 2021 (CBI, 2021a)



Development of Green Bond Markets in EU Countries

• In 2016, Luxembourg Green Exchange (LGX) 
– facilitate green bond market players to raise sustainable 

finance
• issued €63 billion in inception year

• In 2020, unveils a sustainability bond framework 
– EU Green Bond Principles (GBP) and Green, Social and 

Sustainable Bonds Principles (GSSB) of the International 
Capital Markets Association (IMA)
• first sustainability bond of €1.5 billion
– LGX holds about 890 green, social, and 

sustainability securities worth above $475 billion 
(Luxembourg Stock Exchange, 2020)



Issuance of sovereign green bonds in EU countries

Country Year Sovereign green bonds 

Poland late 2016 €750 million

France early 2017

mid-2017

€7 billion

significant over-subscription 
and drawn additional €1.6 
billion  

Germany 2020 €6.5 billion with substantially 
high over-subscription

Sweden late 2020 SEK20 billion

24 European governments early 2021 $111 billion



Development of Green Bond Markets in EU Countries

Country Year Green bond

Germany 2020 about $40 billion

France 2020 about $32 billion

Europe 2020 remained leader with a global share 
of 55% due to 63% of green bonds 
issued by non-financial firms and 
government-backed agencies 

EU financial institutions 2025 $1 trillion

EU financial institutions 2035 $1.7 trillion 

EU non-financial firms
Apple
Google

2020
2020

$2.2 billion
$5.75 billion 



Development of Green Bond Markets in EU Countries

• Green bond markets in European countries attracted 
– institutional investors such as pension funds, investment funds, banks, 

and insurance firms
• Local investors 

– mainly transact in domestic currency, motivate new investors and 
develop buoyancy in domestic market

• International investors such as sovereign funds and development 
banks 
– encourage investors to enter into emerging and developing bond 

markets
• Public entities such as policy makers and financial regulators 

– develop standards and guideline and perform key roles in European 
countries 



Development of Green Bond Markets in ASEAN Countries

Country/region Year Green bonds

ASEAN  2020    

2019

$12.1 billion (sustainable 
bonds)
$11.5 billion (sustainable 
bonds)

ASEAN 2020
2019

$9.3 billion
$8.8 billion 

Viet Nam 2020 $257 million

Indonesia 2020 $5 billion 

Philippines 2020 $2.9 billion 

Singapore 2020 $2.3 billion 

ASEAN financial firms 2019 
2020

$1.1 billion 
$295.1 million 



Share of green bonds in ASEAN regions, 2020 (%)
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Share of green bonds by sectors in ASEAN region, 2020 (%)
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ASEAN green bonds by sector and country

Country/organization Sector

Singapore dominates in buildings

Viet Nam, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
the Philippines

largest allocation to energy

Thailand equally in energy and transport 
sectors

Government-backed organizations paid more attention to buildings

Development banks and sovereign 
bonds

allocated equally to different sectors

Private entities and non-financial 
corporate firms

allocated more green bonds for 
energy sector

Financial firms allocated funds to mix-projects



Green bond issuers in ASEAN (2020)

Country/region/
organization

No. of issuers

ASEAN 75 with 44 green bonds issuers since 2016

Indonesia third green Sukuk in local currency

Singapore 34 new green bonds and loans 

Non-financial firms, 
financial firms and 
government-backed 
organizations 

13 new green bonds

Private sector dominated the green bond market ( 73%)

Non-financial firms 67% of total green bonds 

Financial firms $1.1 billion (2019)
$295.1 million (2020)



Policies to Develop Green Bond Markets 

• Regulators of green bond market can use different policies to support 
development of green bond market 
– provisioning infrastructure, assisting issuance of green bond, 

expanding new products, and encouraging investment
• Broadly, EU region focused on 

– sustainable finance strategy and establishment of green exchange
• ASEAN region focused on 

– green standards and use of proceeds 
– reporting and disclosure strategy for lucid functioning of green bond 

market



Policies to Develop Green Bond Markets in EU Countries

Policy Goal(s)

EU Green Bond Standard to regulate the green bond markets in Europe

EU Taxonomy on 
Sustainable Finance

advocated a uniform standard for governance of 
green bond markets in the EU, which led to 
develop a guide for EU Green Bond Standard in 
early 2020

A Network for Greening 
the Financial System 

to share the best practices to administer risks 
and raise finance for climate-compatible green 
projects

Sustainable finance 
regulatory guidance

to tap sustainable investment



Policies to Develop Green Bond Markets in EU Countries

Policy Goals

LGX (Luxembourg) to promote green bond market

Sovereign Sustainability Bond framework to issue first Sovereign Sustainability Bond 
in late 2020

an integrated climate finance strategy to 
bolster sustainable finance market

to bolster sustainable finance market

Green Federal Securities Framework 
(Germany)

to promote green bond market

Sustainability risk framework to alleviate a steady green bond market

A Sustainable Finance Strategy (2020) to regulate green or sustainable federal 
securities

A Core Green Bond Team to supervise operational tasks of green 
German federal securities



Policies to Develop Green Bond Markets in ASEAN Countries

Policy Goal(s)

ASEAN Green Bond Standards (GBS) 
established in late 2017 in line with the 
ICMA’s GBP

to foster standardized regulation for 
issuance of green bonds in ASEAN and 
embraces additional features to GBP 

Climate Bonds Initiative aligned to the Paris Climate Agreement

Guidelines and standards for issuance of 
green bonds (Malaysia)

to promoted Sukuk Bond Grant Scheme 
under Sustainable and Responsible 
Investment (SRI) Sukuk framework

Guidelines and standards for issuance of 
green bond and innovative green 
instruments (Philippines)

to issue green bonds 

Green Bond Grant Scheme, Sustainable 
Bond Grant Scheme, Guidelines on 
Responsible Financing and Network for 
Greening Financial System (Singapore)

to encouraged ESG integration criteria 
into disclosure and management practices 
along with instituting a system of local 
verifiers



Policies to Develop Green Bond Markets in ASEAN Countries

Policy Goals

Guidelines for Green, Social, and 
Sustainability Bond and Sovereign 
Sustainable Financing Framework 
(Thailand)

to establish waivers for approval and filing 
of fees and bond registration fees

Second Party Opinion (SPO) in ASEAN external review



Barriers to green bond markets in South Asia

Barriers to 
green bond 

market

trade, policy, 
regulation, 
fund, and 
finance

lack of robust 
ESG data and 
strong credit 

rating 

Additional 
transaction 

costs

Lack of 
transparency in 

information sharing 

Lower 
investors’ 

confidence
Weak product 

integrity 

reputational and 
legal threats and 

diversion of green 
bonds to suspicious 

projects

absence of 
robust 

enforcement 
mechanisms

lack of a 
common 

international 
standard 

product 
reliability 



Opportunities for green bonds development in South Asia

Opportunities  
for green bonds 

development

Robust 
quantification 

and 
governance

leverage public 
funds and 

magnetize private 
funds

best practices 
for future green 

projects

role of multilateral development banks 
in novel financing arrangements and 
instruments to minimize the risks in 

green projects

new technology, 
strong regulation, 

data, and 
transparency

universal 
standards and 

approaches



Policy Implications

• Strong sustainable project development policies to support the shelf of climate-
compatible green projects and boost development of green bond markets

• Support steady and controlled pricing for critical services to magnetize new 
investors in green bond markets

• Green bond issuance for green projects in recognized priority sectors
• Revenue certainty from investment in green projects, which can also improve 

value of green bond issuance 
• Classifications of prioritized sectors that achieve green principle attract issuers and 

investors
– identifying the shelf of eligible green projects to finance by green bond market

• suitable incentives to raise capital to invest in green projects
• A robust system of certification of climate-compatible green projects along with 

strong green bond framework 
– minimize information asymmetric in green bond market
– boost market creditability and faith in future investors
– promote development of green bond market over long-run
– external reviewers for scientific review of green bonds issuance



Roadmap to promote green bond markets in South Asia

Broad policy issues Targets

Primary policies •building and strengthening the 
infrastructure for development of green 
bond markets
•developing a shelf of climate-compatible 
green projects to achieve inclusive and 
sustainable post-COVID-19 recovery and to 
meet the SDGs
•innovative green bonds and tactical public 
green bonds to finance post-COVID-19 
recovery 
•compatible EU and ASEAN green bond 
standards to be replicated with suitable 
modifications to develop South Asian 
country-specific green and sustainable bond 
standard



Roadmap to promote green bond markets in South Asia

Broad policy issues Targets

Established instruments •country-specific priorities and fiscal 
space to future green bond issuance 
•public green bond investment in 
post-COVID-19 recovery
•boost credit availability and finances 
for climate-compatible green projects 
aligning to inclusive and sustainable 
recovery



Roadmap to promote green bond markets in South Asia

Broad policy issues Targets

Innovative 
products and new 
strategies

•substantial tax benefits to leveraging private 
participation in development of new and innovative green 
bond instruments
•associated risks in investing in new bond issuance be 
supported by regulating agencies for greater private 
participation 
•novel schemes be explored and incentivized 
•precautionary measures to minimize unplanned 
outcomes linked to issuance of innovative green 
instruments 
•central bank to regulate risk involved in green financing 
or preferred green investments in climate-compatible 
green projects



COVID-19 Recovery Green Bonds (CRGB)

Instruments Goals

COVID-19 Recovery Green Bonds 
(CRGB) 

to mitigate the pandemic impacts and 
inclusive and sustainable post-COVID-19 
recovery

Role of governments and Multilateral 
Development Bank such as the ADB

to grant the risk assurance

CRGB hold the identical degree of 
diligence to define the green bond

to evade greenwashing

Two-phase green bond process zero coupon phase (ZCP)
steeped-up coupon stage (SCP)

ZCP initial 5 years of repayments of CRGB and 
can be pegged at a zero percent coupon 
rate

SCP extended repayment phase beyond 5 
years and up to 15 years for green 
infrastructure projects




